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About RM Funds
RM Funds is Investment Adviser to the Fund.
•

RM Funds is a trading name of RM Capital Markets Limited (“RM”).
RM specialises in alternative asset fund management with circa
$150m assets under management.

•

RM was founded in 2010. RM currently manages RM Secured Direct
Lending PLC, a LSE premium-listed investment trust established in 2016
to invest in a portfolio of debt investments.

•

RM has an Investment Team of six and additional support staff including
distribution, compliance, finance and legal. We have ten FCA authorized
investment professionals.

•

Valu-Trac Investment Management is the Authorized Corporate Director
to the Fund. Established in 1989, as ACD the firm administers over circa
£2.8bn of assets.

RM was
founded in

2010
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Specialists
in alternative
asset fund
management

c.$150m
assets under
management

Investment
team of six,
plus additional
support staff

c.£2.8bn
of assets
administered by
ACD, Valu-Trac IM

RMAI Overview
The VT RM Alternative Income Fund
(the “Fund”) launched in June 2018.

FUND
LAUNCHED

•

An actively managed defensive investment fund, with a strategy
designed to weather deteriorating and/ or volatile market conditions.

•

Offers protection against a rising interest rates environment, rising
inflation and with the potential for capital growth over the medium term.

•

The Fund invests in a diversified portfolio of listed securities with exposure
to alternative income-producing assets, such as Real Estate,
Infrastructure and Alternative Lending.

•

The Fund offers investors exposure to a variety of sectors that have
traditionally been seen as defensive, less volatile, and uncorrelated with the
wider equity and fixed income markets.

Target

Total return target

5.00% p.a.

7-8% p.a.

dividend income,
paid quarterly
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EXPERIENCED
FUND MANAGERS

Interest rate &
inflation-protection
Capital
preservation

Ethical, social
and corporate
governance
criteria

11th June

Pietro Nicholls,
▪ 12 years in fund
management,
investment banking
and trading

James Robson, CIO,
▪ 20 years experience in
trading and fund
management,
▪ Former head of credit
trading HSBC, 20
years experience

Charges
capped at

0.85%

Alternative Income Assets
Alternative Income Assets include:
• Lending: Asset Finance, Direct Lending, Peer to Peer
• Infrastructure: Renewables, Airports, Telecommunications
• Specialist Real Estate: Distribution Warehouses, Care Homes, GP Surgeries
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What are Alternative Income Assets, and why invest?
Alternative Income assets, put simply,
are investments in assets other than
traditional equities, bonds and cash.

Troubled Macro
Economic Outlook

▪ Trade Wars

They include assets in specialist real estate (data centres, care homes,
forecourts), private credit (asset finance, direct & platform lending) and
infrastructure (airports, hospitals, renewables).

▪ Unwinding of
European QE
▪ EM Sovereign
Contagion

Investing in alternative income assets provides the following benefits
for investors:

▪ Brexit

•

Uncorrelated returns to traditional asset classes;

•

Asset mix / portfolio diversification;

•

Reduces risk with protection against inflation and interest rates rises.

▪ Technological
Disruption
Meanwhile Closer
to Home

▪ Social-Demographic
Trends
▪ TINA Trades

With such a range of options, RM Funds designed VT RMAI to offer
investors an actively managed, low risk, defensive all-in one fund which
will provide exposure to a broad range of alternative income producing
assets.

▪ Death of the High St
▪ Rising Consumer Debt

Risk Spectrum – Alternative Assets*

LOWER

RMAI
INFRASTRUCTURE

▪ Conflicted US
Monetary and Fiscal
Policy

HIGHER

|

|

|

|

LENDING

REAL
ESTATE

PRIVATE
EQUITY

COMMODITIES

* Chart an indication only of the proposed risks the Investment Managers wish to take expressed in terms of the fund investments – please see Key Information document for fund risk rating.
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HEDGE
FUNDS

Alternative Lending
The global financial crisis of 08/09
caused a paradigm shift in how Companies
viewed financing their business activities and
growth. Banks could no longer be relied
upon to support their clients.
In the aftermath, increased Government intervention and regulation, combined
with the effects of loose monetary policy and quantitative easing, has meant
investors are faced with corporate bond yields near 10-30 year lows, rapidly
rising inflation and watered down investor protection driven by borrowers and
their advisors.
Alternative lending predominately represents the gap left between traditional
lending by the clearing banks and the large public bond issues available to
borrowers wishing to raise significant amounts of capital (£250m+). It includes
everything from asset finance, leasing, and invoice discounting, to direct lending
and platform lending.
The “new” lenders are institutional “buy & hold” investors rather than the banks
(“lend and securitise”), and therefore the focus has been on credit quality,
appropriate security, tighter covenants, and minimizing exposure to interest
rates and inflation.
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SUMMARY STATISTICS

c.$500bn
in alternative credit assets.

c.£4.6bn
lent through online finance in 2016 in
UK

£128bn+
of asset, motor and consumer
finance advanced to UK based
borrowers in 2017.
INVESTMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Floating rate investments,
mitigate interest rate risk and
reduce exposure to inflation.

Diversification effects, with
portfolios of 10-100s of
middle-market corporate loans.
Focus on capital preservation,
with lending typically secured over
assets such as plant, property,
equipment and cash flows.

Specialist Real Estate
A sub-set of the real-estate asset class
which has benefited from various/specific
socio-demographic and macro-economic
factors and trends.
These include: government policy, social migration, low carbon economies,
monetary policy, aging populations, and technological innovation & disruption.
Specialist real-estate comprises care homes, nurseries, co-living, student
accommodation, GP surgeries, digital billboards, data centres, forecourts,
car parks, storage, distribution & logistics warehouses.

SUMMARY STATISTICS

c.10,000
UK GP surgeries delivering
healthcare services to over 115,000
patients a day.

2.3m students
studying in UK higher education in
2016-2017 – modern purpose built
accommodation is key.
INVESTMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Historically such areas perform well during periods of economic uncertainty –
“flight to quality”.

Captive “local monopolies” / strategic
asset locations limit supply and
reduce leasing/rental risks.

Traditional commercial real estate, as well as real estate which is heavily
exposed to cyclical sectors are not areas of focus.

Medium-term contracted cash flows
with high quality counterparties and
limited exposure to cyclical markets.

Opportunities for capital growth will be available, through appropriate asset
selection as the various trends filter through and the impact of national and local
policy restricts the supply of specialist real-estate assets.

Potential for capital growth, whilst
retaining defensive characteristics.
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Infrastructure
Infrastructure assets provide essential
services to the economy and society.

SUMMARY STATISTICS

$2.5 trillion

Historically the asset class has weathered economic cycles well, underpinned
by the sector’s key investment characteristics and credit fundamentals.

per year invested in power, water,
telecoms and transportation
infrastructure.

The case for infrastructure investment has never been stronger. 11 of the
G20 economies have under-invested in their infrastructure assets since the
last financial crisis. Globally this has left a funding gap of c.$1.2 trillion per
annum – such pressures are further compounded by ageing populations,
at-capacity transportation hubs, and inefficient power generation.

c.$280bn

Looking forward emerging market economies will drive future infrastructure
growth. In 2016 China alone invested more on economic infrastructure than
the US and Western Europe combined.
Investing in infrastructure requires detailed knowledge of such
assets/technologies, payment mechanisms, technical factors, legal, political and
regulatory matters. The team at RM Funds has decades of hands-on
experience with such assets.

of investment into renewable energy
during 2017, an increase of 2% on
the previous year.

175
global transportation assets rated
by S&P. Only 1.14% in default, with
over 71% rated Investment Grade.
INVESTMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Long-term contracted cashflows,
with high quality counterparties.
Inflation-linked income, with
long-economic life assets.
Defensive asset class, with low
correlation and reduced asset
volatility.
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Investment and Portfolio Summary
VT RM Alternative Income Fund
Investor Presentation
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Investment Process
Rigorous investment process,
with a focus on both top-down
and bottom-up analysis to
support investment decisions.

1.
Top-Down
Analysis

6.
Investment
Monitoring

ESG FACTORS

2.
ESG
Screening

Investment

4.
Technical
Consideration
Liquidity
Execution Risk
Asset Volatility
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Ethical, Social and
Corporate Governance

•

Active engagement with Boards

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

•

Liquidity

•

Execution Risk

•

Asset Volatility

Considerable expertise, resources and
market access allows us to source the
best investments for investors.
3.
Bottom-Up
Analysis

5.
Execution

•

KEY RESTRICTIONS
•

Minimum # of holdings

•

Maximum exposure 10%

•

ESG criteria

SPECIALIST MANAGER
•

5 strong “Alternatives” investment team

•

Established track record in alternatives

•

Circa $150m of Alt-asset managed

Eligible Investment Universe
Debt Asset Backed /
Secured Loans
7.0%

Property UK
Long Leases
7.5%

Debt Asset Leasing
4.7%

Property UK
Commercial
14.7%

REITs ex UK
63%

UK Alternative
Credit
4%
UK Infrastructure
6%

Other
15%

UK Specialist Real
Estate
5%

Debt Distressed
0.5%

Property Specialist
(Retail)
2.7%

Debt Diversified
2.6%
Debt Infrastructure
4.3%

Property
Specialist
(Residential)…

Debt Real Estate
3.2%
Debt Specialist
0.2%

Infrastructure
PPP / Core
21.2%

Infrastructure
Renewables
9.8%

Sector

Size (£bn)

Size(£bn)

UK Alternative Credit

12.96

UK Alternative Credit

12.96

UK Infrastructure

15.86

Infrastructure

15.84

UK Specialist Real Estate

13.00

Eligible Corporate Credit

60.56

Specialist Real Estate

13.00

REITs ex UK
Total
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Debt Direct Lending
4.7%

Property
Specialist
(Student)…

Property Specialist
(Healthcare)
6.4%

Eligible Corporate
Credit
22%

Sector

Debt CLOs
3.8%

173.44
£276 bn

Total

£41.82

Simulated Portfolio
160

Period from 01/01/2014 to 31/08/2018
10.00%

12 Month Total Return1

150
FTSE All Shares Total return

8.00%

IBoxx Non-Gilts GBP Total Return

140

VT RMAI simulated Portfolio

2-3%

6.00%

130

5.00%

4.68%

4.00%

120
2.00%
1.04%

110

-1.90%

0.00%

100 -2.00%
90

1.05%

Cash (12M 5-year UK
Libor)
Gilts

Iboxx GBP
Non-Gilts
TR Index

FTSE All
Share TR
Index

VT RM
Alternative
Income
Fund

-4.00%

Total
Return

Annualised
Total Return

Max
Drawdown

Volatility

Sharpe
Ratio

Simulated Portfolio

38.42%

7.19%

4.27%

3.61%

1.64

FTSE All-Shares Total Return Index

35.13%

6.64%

18.59%

13.00%

0.40

IBoxx non-gilts Total Return GBP index

44.80%

8.22%

13.55%

8.56%

0.79

4-year gilt yield on 01/01/2014

1.454%

Simulated performance gross
of costs and fees
Income 5.33% p.a.

Capital growth 2.23% p.a.

*The hypothetical performance measurements are illustrative only and offer no guarantee of future performance, profitable or unprofitable, actual or theoretical. Since hypothetical
performance measurements do not represent actual trading they may not reflect the impact that material economic or market factors might have made on a portfolio manager’s
decisions were the portfolio manager actually managing a client’s money. 1Holding period return from 31/08/2017 to 31/08/2018
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Current Portfolio

Top 10 holdings as at
31/08/2018
PRS REIT

2.

Alcentra Euro Floating
Rate

3.

TwentyFour Select
Monthly Income

4.

NextEnergy solar

12,000+ Assets
spread across the
UK, Western Europe,
US, Canada, &
Australasia

5.

GCP Infrastructure
Investments

42 Investments

6.

Real Estate Credit
Investments

15 Sectors

7.

John Laing
Environmental Asset

8.

GCP Asset Backed
Income

9.

MedicX

10. Target Healthcare REIT
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-------------------------

1.

Target Net Dividend
5.00%
-------------------------

Sample Sector Focus
Sector

Potential investments

Key characteristics of Sector

Asset-backed /
Secured Loans

CVC Credit Partners Euro
Opportunities £, GCP Asset Backed
Income, NB Global Floating Rate
Income £

Good asset cover, predominantly senior secured loans

Doric Nimrod, SQN Asset Finance,
Amedeo Air Force Plus

Tangible asset based financing with security over specific assets

Asset Finance and
Leasing

Protection to rising rates via floating rate coupons
Generally more liquid loan and debt exposures which can have volatile pricing

Often hard to take recovery without impacting residual value
Residual values can be volatile/cyclical

Direct Lending

Funding Circle SME Income,
Honeycomb Investment Trust, RM
Secured Direct Lending,

Control over underlying investments

Usually robust documentation with end loans
Offers exposure to Western Europe & US – stable jurisdictions
Potential exposure to consumer and unsecured lending
Different use of leverage across sector

Property Specialist
Real Estate

Voyage Care, Keppel DC, Empiric,
Xior, Intervest,

Focus on areas where long term trends support the business models(online
shopping, student accommodation, care homes etc)
Potential for capital growth over medium to long term
Counterparty risk with tenants , regulatory risk, valuation risks

Infrastructure – Debt

CareUK, Voyage Care, MAG, NatGrid,
UKRail, GCP Infra, Sequoia, Viva
Energy

Contracted cash flows, long-term visibility and stability
Priority within the capital structure, often mispriced with underlying equity
Potential duration / interest rate risk

Infrastructure –
Availability, Volume
& Demand

3I Infrastructure / HICL / IPP / John
Laing, Heathrow, MAG, Bluefield Solar
Income, John Laing Environmental
Assets, Renewables Infrastructure
Group

Robust contracted cash flows often with degree of inflation linkage
Long life economic and demand assets providing essential services to society
Periodic regulatory and political risks
Performance can be impacted by operator and maintenance issues
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Key Terms
VT RM Alternative Income Fund
Investor Presentation
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Terms
Key Term

Details

Target Dividend:

5.00% p.a. (on Issue Price)

Distributions:

Quarterly in arrears

Issue Price:

£1.00

Share Classes:

Single Share Class Income & Acc

Currency:

GBP, EUR, USD

Min Investment:

£1,000 retail /1,000,000 institutional

Valuation / Trading:

Daily

Fund Management Charges /
OCF:

Retail: 0.80% / Institutional: 0.70%;
Total charges capped at 0.85%

IA Sector:

Specialist

Classification:

Non-Complex
GBP Inc GB00BYVZPZ16 / GB00BD6SVR23
GBP Acc GB00BYVZQ252 / GB00BD6SVV68

ISINs: Retail / Institutional

USD Inc GB00BYVZQ146 / GB00BD6SVT47
USD Acc GB00BD6SVQ16 / GB00BD6SVX82
EUR Inc: GB00BYVZQ039 / GB00BD6SVS30
EUR Acc: GB00BYVZQ369 / GB00BD6SVW75
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Summary
VT RM Alternative Income is a defensive
investment strategy, designed to weather
deteriorating and or volatile market
conditions
•

Focus on capital preservation and stable income generation –
minimal exposure to traditional listed equities and corporate bonds.

•

Protection against a rising interest rate environment, rising inflation
and with the potential for capital growth over the medium term.

•

Active stakeholder engagement with ethical, social and corporate
governance restrictions.

•

Target net distribution of 5.00% (on issue price), with all fund charges
capped at 0.85%. Target total return 7-8%.

Highly experienced
investment team and
specialist fund managers
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Granular and diverse
Investments underpinned
by contracted cash flows
and tangible assets

Protection against
inflation, interest rates
and market volatility

Contact Information
Investment Management
Pietro Nicholls
James Robson

0203 697 1768
0131 603 7069

Distribution
James Satterthwaite
David Watts

0131 603 7068
0131 603 7064

Head Office: 7 Melville Crescent, Edinburgh, EH3 7JA
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London Office: 42 New Broad Street, London, EC2M 1JD

Disclaimer
This is an advertisement and not a prospectus for the purposes of EU Directive
2003/71/EC or Part VI of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
("FSMA"). Investors should not subscribe for shares referred to in this advertisement
except on the basis of information in the prospectus (the “Prospectus”), which contains
important risk factors, and other information. Copies of the Prospectus are available at
the Company's registered office and on its website: www.rm-funds.co.uk. Limited (the
“Investment Manager”) solely for the purposes of section 21 of the FSMA. The
Investment Manager, whose registered office is at 7 Melville Crescent, Edinburgh,
Midlothian. It is only intended for experienced investors and your capital is at risk.
The contents of this advertisement have been approved by, and are being issued by, RM
Capital Markets EH3 7JA, is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (registration
number 562209). The Investment Manager is not providing, and will not provide, legal,
tax, accounting or investment advice in relation to the shares and is not responsible for
any advice you may receive from any third party.
Any application or investment must only be made on the basis of the relevant
documentation of the investment, such as, for example, prospectus, key investor
information document (KIID), supplementary information document (SID) or terms and
conditions. The information in this video does not constitute any investment, tax, legal or
other advice. Persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to
investments should always consult with an independent financial adviser before making
any investment decision. Any opinion expressed on individual funds, services or products
represent the views of the individual at the time of preparation and should not be
interpreted as a personal recommendation to buy or sell or otherwise trade all or any of
the investments that may be referred to. The relevant documentation can be downloaded
from www.rm-funds.co.uk
The investments referred to in this advertisement may not be suitable for all investors. If
you are in any doubt as to the suitability of the shares for your circumstances, you should
seek independent advice from a tax adviser or investment professional, as appropriate,
and from your stockbroker. This advertisement does not constitute an offer or
recommendation concerning the shares referred to in this advertisement. This
advertisement is not for distribution or publication in any jurisdiction outside the UK.
The information in this Presentation is presented by RM Capital Markets Limited (“RM”)
using all reasonable skill, care and diligence and has been obtained from or is based on
third party sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to its accuracy,
completeness or timeliness, nor is it a complete statement or summary of any securities,
markets or developments referred to.
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Recipients should not regard the information within this Presentation as a substitute for
the exercise of their own judgment. The information in this Presentation has no regard to
the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific
recipient. In the absence of detailed information about you, your circumstances or your
investment portfolio, the information does not in any way constitute investment advice. If
you have any doubt about any of the information presented, please consult your
stockbroker, accountant, bank manager or other independent financial advisor.

The hypothetical performance measurements are illustrative only and offer no guarantee
of future performance, profitable or unprofitable, actual or theoretical. Since hypothetical
performance measurements do not represent actual trading they may not reflect the
impact that material economic or market factors might have made on a portfolio
manager’s decisions were the portfolio manager actually managing a client’s money.
Any opinions expressed in this Presentation are subject to change without notice and RM
is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.
Sources for all tables and graphs herein are those of RM unless otherwise indicated.
The information provided is "as is" without any express or implied warranty of any kind
including warranties of merchantability, non-infringement of intellectual property, or fitness
for any purpose. Because some jurisdictions prohibit the exclusion or limitation of liability
for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.
Users are therefore warned not to rely exclusively on the comments or conclusions within
the Presentation but to carry out their own due diligence before making their own
decisions. Unless otherwise stated securities prices and indices used within this
publication are sourced or derived from data supplied by Bloomberg LP.
RM and its affiliated companies, employees, or individuals connected to them, may have
or have had interests of long or short positions in, and may at any time make purchases
and/or sales as principal or agent in, the relevant securities or related financial
instruments discussed in this Presentation.
Not for release, publication or distribution, directly or indirectly, in or into the United States
of America (including its territories or possessions, any state of the United States of
America and the District of Columbia). Neither this document nor any copy of it may be
taken or transmitted directly or indirectly into Australia, Canada or Japan or the Republic
of South Africa. This document does not constitute the distribution of any information or
the making of any offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such
distribution or offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to distribute
such a document or make such an offer or solicitation.

Registered in Scotland No SC380707
Registered Office: 7 Melville Crescent, Edinburgh, EH3 7JA
RM Capital Markets Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (Number 562209)
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